The testing-effect, or retrieval-mediated learning, is one of the most robust effects in 28 memory research. It shows that actively and repeatedly retrieving information, compared to merely 29 restudying it, improves long-term retention. Surprisingly, little is known about the neurocognitive 30 mechanisms underlying this phenomenon. Attempting to fill this gap, a recent framework proposed 31 that retrieval acts as a fast memory consolidation mechanism, stabilizing memories through online 32 reactivation, similar to memory replay during offline (e.g. sleep) consolidation. In this fMRI study, we 33 empirically tested the predictions derived from this framework. 34
Significance statement 48
Repeated remembering strengthens memories much more so than repeated learning. The 49 aim of this study was to shed light onto the poorly understood neurocognitive underpinnings of 50 retrieval-mediated learning. We tested a novel framework proposing that a memory's stabilization 51 via retrieval relies on mechanisms akin to those involved in offline systems consolidation. Observing 52 the retrieval-induced neural pattern changes across different timescales, we find that retrieval 53
Introduction
First, if an additional cortical trace is created during retrieval, neocortical activation should 85 increase across cycles in the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), mirroring sleep-dependent 86 consolidation results (Nieuwenhuis & Takashima, 2011) . If memories can then be accessed via this 87 neocortical route, the hippocampus should be required less and its activation should decrease across 88 retrieval attempts. 89
Secondly, if retrieval embeds memories in neocortex, retrieved items should become more 90 generalised or gist-like (Rasch et al., 2007; Richards et al., 2014; Schapiro et al., 2017) . Empirically, 91 the neural patterns of memories sharing semantic information (items belonging to the same 92 semantic category) should thus become increasingly similar across repeated retrievals. 93
Finally, given retrieval's role in reducing neural overlap between similar memories (Antony 94 et al., 2017; Hulbert & Norman, 2015) , the fast consolidation account predicts that retrieval 95 strengthens episode-unique information. This should be reflected in increased similarity between an 96 individual item's neural pattern at study and its reactivated patterns across retrievals, compared 97 with other overlapping memories. Evidence regarding this prediction is conflicting in the systems 98 consolidation literature. While some studies found that, as memories become gist-like (i.e. 99 consolidated), they lose contextual detail (Cairney, Durrant, Musgrove, & Lewis, 2011), others found 100 no evidence for such decontextualization (Jurewicz, Cordi, Staudigl, & Rasch, 2016) . Semanticization 101 might thus not necessarily lead to a concurrent loss of mnemonic detail. Semantic and episodic 102 traces might instead co-exist. 103
For each prediction, we were specifically interested in the timescale at which neural patterns 104 evolve. If retrieval acts as a fast online consolidation event, neural changes should occur across 105 repeated retrievals within the first experimental session. Alternatively, if these changes happen in a 106 slower fashion (across days), this would suggest that retrieval's benefits depend on its interaction 107 with offline consolidation mechanisms. 108 This is the first study specifically testing the fast consolidation account of retrieval-mediated displayed in greyscale. Stimuli were presented using in-house Python code, running on PsychoPy 136 v.1.84.2 (Peirce, 2006 ; http://www.psychopy.org/). 137 138 Procedure 139
Participants were asked to complete two sessions on two different days ( Figure 1A ). On the 140 first session, participants were provided with task instructions and MRI information and asked for 141 their informed consent. 142
In Session 1, participants performed a study phase twice: once outside and once inside the 143 scanner. This was followed by three blocks of practice, each comprising one retrieval and one 144 restudy cycle on separate sets of the studied material. Participants then returned after two days 145 (approximately 48h) for Session 2. In this session they completed an additional practice block (one 146 retrieval cycle and one restudy) and a functional localizer, all inside the scanner. 147 148 Session 1 149
Familiarisation Phase 150
Before starting the actual experiment (i.e., the study and practice phases), participants were 151
given an opportunity to get familiar with the tasks. The trials during familiarisation followed the 152 exact same structure as the ones presented later during the experiment, but used 10 stimuli only (5 153 scene-object pairings) that were used specifically for this phase and never again seen during the 154 remainder of the experiment. None of the objects belonged to any of the semantic categories 155 presented in the experiment itself. 156 possible by, for instance, mentally integrating the object into the scene. They were explicitly told 162 that although each object and scene were unique, the objects belonged to a number of different 163 semantic categories. After a 5-trial practice (familiarisation phase), subjects performed the first 164 study phase for all 128 scene-object pairs in a quiet room in our imaging facilities. Participants sat in 165 front of a laptop to perform the task. 166
A study trial began with a black fixation cross on a white background (jittered 0.5-7.5 sec). 167
This was followed by a scene-object pair, presented in random order, for 4.5 sec. The scene was 168 always shown in the centre of the screen, while the object was presented in one of the four corners. 169
The pair was shown on a different coloured background -pink, blue, green or yellow ( Figure 1B) . 170
The position of each object and the colour of the background were pseudo-randomly assigned, so 171 that each colour and position would be equally distributed across categories and later practice 172 conditions. Spatial positions and background colours were used to create a more unique encoding 173 context for each item. For each pair, participants were asked to press a key on the keyboard to 174 indicate whether or not they had been able to come up with a vivid mental image connecting the 175 scene and the object. 176
After the first study phase, participants were taken to the scanner where, after the 177 acquisition of the structural images (~5 minutes), they performed the second study phase for all 178 object-scene pairings, this time inside the scanner. Images were projected on a screen behind the 179 scanner bore that participants saw through a mirror attached to the head coil. This phase followed 180 the exact same procedure as the one outside the scanner, but stimuli were presented in a different 181 random order. That is, the scene-object pairing, the object position and the background colours 182 were kept constant, but the order of stimulus presentation was changed. Inside the scanner, 183 responses were made on a button box that participants held in their right hand. 184
Practice Phase 186
The Practice Phase immediately followed Study. In Session 1, this phase comprised three 187 retrieval and three restudy cycles. The order of conditions was counterbalanced across subjects, 188 with half of the subjects performing retrieval-restudy, restudy-retrieval, retrieval-restudy, and the 189 other half following the opposite scheme. Assignment of stimuli to conditions was also 190 counterbalanced across subjects. Each subject performed one of four possible counterbalancing 191 schemes. In each scheme, half of the stimuli (64), belonging to 4 semantic categories, were 192 attributed to retrieval. The other 4 categories (64 stimuli) were assigned to restudy. Stimuli were 193 allocated to retrieval or restudy pseudo-randomly so that each semantic category (with its 16 194 examplars) was assigned to the retrieval condition in two of the counterbalancing schemes, and to 195 the restudy condition in the remaining two schemes. Each given scene-object pair remained in either 196 the retrieval or restudy condition across all four retrieval or restudy repetitions, across the two days. 197
The order of stimulus presentation was randomized within participant for each cycle. 198 A retrieval trial ( Figure 1B ) started with a black fixation cross in the centre of a white screen 199 (jittered 0.5-7.5 sec) and was followed by the presentation of the scene, as a cue to retrieve the 200 object. The scene was presented over a white background, centred in the upper part of the screen 201 with a black question mark below. Participants were instructed to think back to the item associated 202 with this particular scene, and visualize it as vividly as possible in their mind for the full duration of 203 the trial. Afterwards, participats saw four possible categories written on the screen (black font over 204 white background) and were asked to indicate the category to which the object associated with the 205 scene they had just seen belonged to. For a given participant, the categories shown at retrieval and 206 restudy, as well as the button associated to the response, were kept constant throughout the 207 experiment. After the 64 trials of a retrieval cycle, there was a massed feedback phase, where 208 participants saw all the pairs together again, presented for 2 sec each. The scene was presented on 209 the upper part of the screen, with the object centered below it, both over a white background. corresponded to the one they had thought of earlier or not. Massed feedback was included since it 212 has been shown to enhance the retrieval-mediated learning effect (Roediger & Karpicke, 2006) . 213
Moreover, this manipulation allowed us to collect an additional (subjective) measure of participants' 214 performance. 215
Restudy trials were very similar to retrieval ones. The only difference was that instead of the 216 scene being paired with a question mark, participants saw the whole pair intact again (the scene in 217 the upper part of the screen, with its corresponding object below, over a white background). 218
Participants were instructed to take these trials as an opportunity to relearn the pairs. When the 219 four categories appeared after each trial, they were asked to chose the category that the object of 220 the current trial belonged to. After 64 restudy trials there was also a "feedback" phase, where 221 participants saw all the restudy pairs again. In this case, they were asked to press a button to 222 indicate whether they still found it easy or hard to link the object and scene together. The trial 223 structure of the restudy condition was thus highly similar to the retrieval condition, but involved no 224 active retrieval demand at any point. 225
After each block of retrieval + restudy, there was a 2 minute break where participants were 226 told to close their eyes if needed and rest. The first session ended after three cycles of retrieval and 227 three of restudy practice. Participants were taken out of the scanner and sent home, with a 228 reminder of the second session 48h later. 229
Session 2 231
Participants came back after two days to perform the second part of the experiment. 232
Nineteen out of the 24 came back exactly 48h later. For the remaining five, this was not possible due 233 to personal or scanner booking contraints. Three of them came back on the same part of the day 234 (e.g. tested in the morning on both sessions or in the afternoon on both sessions). The remaining 235 two were tested in the morning on Session 1 but tested in the afternoon after two days.
On Session 2 subjects were first reminded of the practice phase instructions, and then given 237 instructions for the localizer phase. Both phases were performed inside the scanner. 238 239 Practice Phase 240
The practice phase was identical to the one performed in Session 1. Participants that ended 241 Session 1 with a retrieval cycle started with a retrieval cycle, and those that ended with restudy 242 started with restudy. 243 244
Functional Localizer 245
After the practice phase, participants were presented with all the object pictures again, with 246 five repetitions per picture. Stimuli were presented at fovea on a white background for a duration of 247 2 sec, preceded by a black jittered fixation cross (0.5-7.5 sec). To make sure participants kept 248 attending to the stimuli, a yes/no catch question appeared on the screen unpredictably. In order to 249 not produce a high memory load, the question was always a simple question about the object shown 250 on screen immediately before (e.g. "was the last object an instrument?", "was the last object 251 round?"). The localizer consisted of 730 trials: 640 of these were stimulus presentations (128 stimuli, 252 repeated 5 times each) and 90 were catch questions. The localizer phase was divided into 5 253 continuous runs (not obvious to the participants). In each run the set of 128 stimuli and 18 questions 254 were presented in a random order. 255 256 fMRI acquisition and pre-processing 257 Images were acquired on a 3T Philips Medical Systems Achieva, at the Birmingham 258 University Imaging Centre (BUIC), using a 32-channel head-coil. Participants were instructed to avoid 259 movement as much as possible, and head motion was further restricted by using foam pads inside 260 the RF coil.
High resolution (1x1x1 mm) T1-weighted images were acquired for each participant at the 262 beginning of each session, using an MPRAGE sequence (with TR =7.4 msec; TE = 3.5 msec; flip angle 263 = 7 degrees, and FOV = 256x256x176mm). 264
Functional images were acquired parallel to the longitudinal axis of the hippocampus, with 265 isotropic voxels of 3mm, a TR of 2 sec, a TE of 30 sec, and a flip angle of 80 degrees. Each volume 266 was comprised of 38 slices with no spatial gap between them. Slices were acquired in descending 267 order and the first five volumes of each run discarded to allow for magnetic field stabilization. Functional and anatomical images were co-registered. For univariate analyses, the data was further 273 normalized to an MNI template, and finally, images were spatially smoothed with an 8-mm FWHM 274
Gaussian kernel. The multivariate analyses were performed in the participants' native space, that is, 275 with no normalization or smoothing of the data. 276
277

Univariate analyses 278
Events of interest were modelled as stick functions and convolved with a canonical 279 hemodynamic response function (HRF). Runs from the two sessions were included in the same 280 model and session regressors were added to the general linear model (GLM) to account for 281 differences between the two sessions. Likewise, motion parameters from spatial realignment were 282 included as nuisance variables. 283
For each participant, beta values from the first level GLM were then extracted from two pre-284 defined anatomical regions of interest (ROIs; see ROI definition below). The average beta values 285 from each ROI were statistically analysed with participants as random effects as described in the 286 following. To test for fast-changing effects, we assesed whether univariate activity in a given ROI linearly increased or decreased within the first session by fitting a linear slope to the average beta 288 values of the three retrieval and the three restudy cycles separately, individually per participant. The 289 average slope was then tested against zero using a one-tailed dependent sample t-test, or compared 290 between retrieval and restudy using a paired-sample t-test. This analysis identified neural changes 291 that occurred across repeated retrieval or restudy cycles within the first day. To test for slow-292 changing effects across the the two day delay, the average activation from repetition 3 (last cycle on 293 Session 1) and repetition 4 (Session 2) in each condition were subjected to a 2x2 (cycle x condition) 294 repeated measures ANOVA. Specific effects predicted a priori (i.e., planned comparisons) were then 295 tested using dependent sample t-tests (1-tailed). This latter analysis allowed us to identify neural 296 activity that was not yet present at the end of the first scanning session but then slowly evolved 297 across days. back-projected to the participants' native space, using the inverse normalization parameters 310 obtained from SPM during the segmentation step. 311
Multivariate analyses 313
Multivariate analyses were conducted using the RSA toolbox (Nili et al., 2014; 314 http://www.mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk/methods-and-resources/toolboxes/). 315
We first looked at semantic and episodic-specific pattern changes in the two ROIs 316 (hippocampus and mPFC). These analyses yielded no significant results. Since we had no other 317 specific a priori hypotheses regarding where in the brain the semantic and episodic-specific pattern 318 changes would take place, we conducted two separate searchlight analyses. Searchlight analyses are 319 ideally suited to search for regions in the brain where information is coded in a specific 320 representational geometry (Kriegeskorte, Goebel, & Bandettini, 2006). In the case of our study, we 321 were mainly interested in areas where multivariate patterns representing our initially studied stimuli 322 changed across subsequent retrieval or restudy trials. All RSA analyses therefore compared the 323 patterns elicited during initial study with the patterns elicited during subsequent retrieval and 324 restudy cycles. Specifically, we looked for regions that increasingly (or decreasingly) coded for 325 semantic categorical patterns, or for episodic (i.e., item-unique) patterns from the initial study to the 326 subsequent practice (retrieval or restudy) trials. Again, we were interested in neural pattern changes 327 that occurred either fast within-session, or slowly across sessions. 328 329
Semantic Searchlight 330
To investigate how the semantic structure of memory representations changed from the 331 original memory trace (at study) across consecutive retrieval and restudy repetitions, we conducted 332 a searchlight analysis to find, for each cycle and each condition, where in the brain there was 333 evidence for an increase in coding of semantic category. 334
The first step of this analysis consisted in building a model matrix that reflected the expected 335 patterns of results if semanticization took place ( Figure 3A ). Stimuli were arranged according to their 336 semantic category membership, in the same order across the rows and columns of the matrix (i.e. if 337 the first four rows were dog-elephant-trumpet-accordion during encoding, the first four columns would be these same items in this same order during retrieval or restudy). Each pair of items was 339 assigned a value, according to how similar we hypothesised them to be. Pairs of items belonging to 340 the same semantic category (e.g. dog-elephant) were assigned a value of 1 (similar) and items 341 belonging to different categories (dog-accordion) a value of -1 (dissimilar). Same item cells (dog-dog) 342
were set to NaN in order to exclude any item-specific effects from this categorical analysis. 343
The searchlight ran in each participant was a sphere with a 9mm radius, collecting the 344 multivariate patterns of activity at each voxel within the sphere. A similarity matrix was computed 345 for each sphere using simple Pearson correlations as a metric. The matrix at each point was then 346 correlated with the previously defined model matrix (representing the hypothesis for the categorical 347 searchlight; Figure 3A) , to determine what regions in the brain behaved similarly to the model. The 348 resulting correlation was assigned to the centre voxel in each given sphere. As a first step, a separate 349 searchlight was run for each retrieval and restudy cycle. From these searchlight analyses, an 350 activation map (r-map) was obtained for each subject and each retrieval or restudy cycle, depicting 351 the degree to which a given brain area showed a representational geometry ( another one to assess slow-changing effects between the two sessions. For the within session 362 effects we looked for the interaction of regions that increased linearly across retrieval but not 363 restudy repetitions. For between session effects we contrasted regions that increased from repetition 3 (last cycle on day 1) to repetition 4 (day 2) in the retrieval but not the restudy 365 condition. The results are reported at an uncorrected p-level of p<0.001, with a minimum extent 366 threshold of k=10 voxels. Our main hypotheses all concerned similarity that were significantly 367 more pronounced in the retrieval compared to the restudy condition. For reasons of 368 completeness, corresponding contrasts were also created for regions showing an increase in 369 similarity for restudy but not retrieval. These contrasts are not reported since they yielded no 370 significant results in any of the group-level comparisons. 371 372
Episode-Specific Searchlight 373
Episode-specific effects were assessed in a similar way to categorical ones. The major 374 difference was the definition of the model matrix. In this case, we were interested in areas in the 375 brain that coded the similarity between each item's unique representation at study, and the same 376 item's subsequent retrieval or restudy representation. Accordingly, same item cells (dog-dog) were 377 set to 1 (high similarity) whereas cells of items belonging to the same category (dog-elephant) were 378 set to -1 (low similarity). Between category cells (dog-accordion) were set to NaN (Figure 3B ). 379
The rest of the analysis followed the same procedure as the semantic searchlight. Results 380 are reported at an uncorrected p-level of p<0.001, with a minimum extent threshold of k=10 381 voxels. 382
383
Results 384
Behavioural performance during practice 385
Behavioural analyses were conducted to assess performance during practice cycles. We first 386 analysed the choice of the correct semantic category after the presentation of each stimulus pair in 387 retrieval or restudy cycles (Table 1) responses for restudy trials was higher than for retrieval trials (M restudy = 0.89, SD= 0.08; M retrieval = 392 0.79, SD=0.13). The main effect of cycle reflects the fact that, regardless of condition, performance 393 on the first cycle was significantly lower than performance in all subsequent ones. No other 394 significant differences were found across cycles. The interaction shows that performance during 395 restudy cycles remained relatively constant, while retrieval performance linearly increased from one 396 cycle to the other across the first three repetitions and decreased again on the fourth (after two 397 days; see Table 1 ). 398
To ensure participants were not only retrieving object category, but actually thinking back to 399 the item associated with the retrieval cue, we measured the proportion of trials where after chosing 400 the correct semantic category participants also reported (during the massed feedback phase) that 401 they had thought of the correct item. In this analysis, we found a main effect of cycle [F(3,42) = 6.00, 402 p=.002, η 2 partial =.30]. Performance increased from the first retrieval attempt to subsequent ones 403 (Table 1) . 404 405
Univariate changes in mPFC and the hippocampus 406
Regarding univariate effects, we hypothesised that if retrieval acts as a fast online 407 consolidation-like mechanism, neural changes specific to this condition should occur within the first 408 . To test this, we computed the 410 linear slopes of mPFC and hippocampal activation for retrieval and restudy across the first three 411 practice cycles (Session 1 of the experiment; see Figure 1A ), and tested whether retrieval slopes 412 show a steeper increase (mPFC) or decrease (hippocampus) across retrievals compared to restudy 413 repetitions. To test for slower changes that occur across sessions, we compared activations on the 414 last cycle of Session 1 (repetition 3) with the practice trials in Session 2 (repetition 4). The specific hypothesised that mPFC activation should increase during retrieval, but not restudy trials, as a 417 reflection of retrieval's role in embedding memories into pre-existing cortical knowledge, creating a 418 new neocortical trace. Across sessions, the difference in mPFC activation between third and fourth 419 repetition was expected to be greater for restudied items, given previous research showing that 420 restudy benefits more from study than retrieval (Bäuml, Holterman, & Abel, 2014). As for 421 hippocampal activation, if memories gradually become independent from the hippocampus, a 422 decrease in hippocampal activation was to be expected. This decrease should be retrieval-specific 423 and unfold within the first session if retrieval acts as a fast, online consolidation-like mechanisms. 424
We also expected to find a retrieval-specific decrease across sessions if participants rely more on a 425 neocortical trace and less on a hippocampal one during delayed retrieval on Session 2. 426 427
Medial Prefrontal Cortex 428
In mPFC, the retrieval slope significantly differed from zero (t(19) =3.66, p=.001), showing a 429 within-session increase from first to third repetition. The restudy slope did not significantly differ 430 from zero (t(19) = -.65, p=.26). The linear slopes of retrieval and restudy also differed significantly 431 from each other (t(19) = 2.60, p=.009). The within-session univariate results thus suggest a rapid 432 change in activity that is specific to retrieval (Figure 2A In the hippocampus, the retrieval slope was significantly different from zero (t(19) = -2.39, 439 p=.01), whereas the restudy one was not (t = -.70, p=.25). We found no significant differences 440 between conditions within the first session (t(19) = -1.69, p=.107), contrary to our predictions.
We did, however, find such a decrease across sessions when comparing the third practice 442 trial (end of day 1) to the fourth practice trial (day 2). The decrease was significant for retrieved 443 items (t(19)=2.02, p=.029; Figure 2B ) but not for restudied items (t(19)=-.374, p=.357). This resulted 444 in a marginally significant condition x cycle interaction (F(1,19) =3.48, p=.078). 445 446
Multivariate effects 447
To investigate what regions in the brain increasingly coded for semantic and episode-specific 448 effects, we ran two independent whole-brain searchlights. These searchlights compared the 449 representational geometry at each searchlight location with a conceptual model matrix formalizing 450 our hypotheses regarding semantic and episodic-level coding ( Figures 3A and B) , and specifically the 451 level of similarity between representations at study and at each subsequent cycle of practice 452 (retrieval or restudy). These analyses resulted in 8 activation maps (r-maps) per participant, 453
representing regions in the brain that behave similarly to the model matrix during each individual 454 retrieval and restudy cycle. These r-maps were then subjected to second-level group analyses, 455 following a similar logic as for the univariate analyses. For within-session effects, we computed a 456 linear contrast emcompassing the first three repetitions of retrieval or restudy (Session 1). To assess 457 between-session effects, we contrasted regions where similarity with the model increased from the 458 third to the fourth cycle (i.e., across days) for retrieval but not restudy, paralleling the univariate 459 analyses reported above. Comparing our semantic category model matrix ( Figure 3A) to the empirical similarity 467 matrices acquired from each point of the searchlight, we found no significant changes in semantic 468 structure within session. We did, however, find that across sessions, parietal regions ( Figure 3C ) 469 increasingly coded for semantic category, including clusters in bilateral cingulate gyrus, precuneus, 470 left superior temporal gyrus, and supramarginal gyrus ( Table 2) . 471 472
Episode-Specific searchlight 473
For episode-specific effects, the fast consolidation account predicts that retrieval leads to a 474 differentiation of items (increased similarity with their unique study patterns compared with items 475 from the same semantic category) across cycles, within the first session. No regions were found to 476 increasingly code for episode-specific information within Session 1. However, strong item-unique 477 effects were found across sessions, with mostly parietal regions encoding item identity significantly 478 but increase medial prefrontal cortex engagement during retrieval (Gais et al., 2007; Takashima et 493 al., 2006) . These findings suggest that hippocampal-neocortical replay during sleep leads to the 494 creation of a new neocortical trace, rendering memories less hippocampus-dependent (Frankland & 495 Bontempi, 2005) . The present study is the first empirical test of a recent framework, proposing that 496 retrieval exerts its memory benefits through replay mechanisms similar to those involved in offline 497 consolidation, acting as a fast route to memory consolidation (Antony et al., 2017) . 498
First we tested whether univariate changes in brain activity, induced by repeated retrival, 499 mirrored results reported in the sleep literature (e.g. Gais et al., 2007) . We found an increase in 500 mPFC activation across successive retrieval attempts within the first session, while no increase was 501 found for restudy. This observation is consistent with the hypothesis that retrieval engages 502 consolidation-like mechanisms, leading to the rapid creation of a neocortical trace that can be 503 ultilized for future remote access to the memory. Additionally, we found a decrease in hippocampal 504 activation across, rather than within, sessions. This finding does not lend direct support to the fast 505 consolidation account, suggesting that at short delays, active retrieval still relies on the hippocampal 506 trace. Retrieval did become less hippocampus-dependent but in a slowly evolving fashion, evident 507 only after a two-day delay. 508
These univariate changes cannot be easily explained by effort or difficulty based 509 interpretations. Such interpretations would predict an increase rather than decrease in hippocampal 510 engagement after a delay of several days, since retrieval is rendered more difficult then (as 511 evidenced by the drop in behavioural performance on day 2). Similarly, it could be argued that the 512 retrieval-specific increase in mPFC activation is simply reflecting retrieval being initially more 513 demanding than restudy, but becoming easier across repetitions, associated with an increase in 514 default mode regions (Fox et al., 2005) . Contrarily, we found that mPFC activity remained elevated 515 across the two-days delay, when the task is again rendered more difficult. 516
Taken together, our univariate results are consistent with an online role of retrieval in 517 supporting memory consolidation. The slow hippocampal decrease indicates that the benefits of this stabilization for episodic retrieval only become relevant at longer delays, when the hippocampal 519 trace is presumably less accessible. At shorter delays, the neocortical and hippocampal traces seem 520 to co-exist (as previously suggested by Winocur, Moscovitch and Bontempi (2010)). 521
On the level of distributed representations, we were interested in qualitative changes in 522 representational geometries, induced by repeated retrieval at faster and slower timescales. 523
Specifically, we tested whether retrieval opens an opportunity for items to become embedded into 524 pre-existing neocortical knowledge structures, as shown in the sleep literature (Schapiro et al., 525 2017 ). If so, similarity between items belonging to the same semantic category (e.g. animals) should 526 increase. Although we expected these changes to occur online (i.e., across retrievals within Session 527 1), we found them exclusively across sessions. The increase in categorical coding across retrieval 528 trials was most pronounced in parietal regions, in the core recollection network (Rugg & Vilberg, 529 2012), consistent with these regions' role in vivid recollection (Kuhl & Chun, 2014 Our pattern fMRI results indicate that retrieval concurrently strengthens semantic-541 categorical and episodic aspects of memories. This is consistent with recent findings in the offline 542 literature, showing that episodic and semantic effects are not mutually exclusive but can co-occur 543 (Schlichting, Mumford, & Preston, 2015; Schapiro et al., 2017; Tompary & Davachi, 2017) . In an fMRI sleep study, Schapiro and colleagues (2017) showed that sleep enhances categorical structure, at no 545 expense of the item-unique representation, which is preserved after sleep. Similarly, Tompary and 546 Davachi (2017) found, after a week, both the reinstatement of item-specific encoding patterns and a 547 similarity increase between patterns evoked during the retrieval of overlapping (vs. non-overlapping) 548 memories. Together with our findings, evidence supporting the co-existence of two cortical traces 549 accumulates, consistent with a multiple trace view (Winocur et al., 2010) . 550
Our multi-day design allowed to explicitly investigate the timescale at which retrieval 551 induces neural pattern changes. Surprisingly, all representational changes, as well as the univariate 552 hippocampal disengagement, occurred slowly across days, suggesting that retrieval exerts its long-553 term benefits by interacting with sleep-or time-dependent processes. For example, it is possible 554 that repeatedly retrieved memories are "tagged" for prioritized replay during subsequent sleep, 555 leading to more stabilisation than for non-retrieved or restudied memories. While such a tagging 556 account can explain why retrieval's benefits are typically only found after long delays, empirical 557 findings have shown that retrieved memories actually benefit less from subsequent sleep than 558 restudied ones (Bäuml et al., 2014) . A tagging account can thus not fully explain existing results in 559 the literature. Given the many parallels between retrieval and offline consolidation (Antony et al., 560 2017), we favour the view that memory reactivation during retrieval changes the underlying 561 memory in a way similar to offline replay. Replay could induce plasticity immediately, but the 562 resulting neural changes might only become relevant and visible at a later time point, when access 563 to the memory trace is more difficult and relies relatively more on neocortical access routes. 564
To our knowledge, this study is the first direct test of the fast consolidation account of 565 retrieval-mediated learning, contrasting differential effects of retrieval and restudy at fast and slow 566 timescales. Previous fMRI studies have investigated the effects of repeated retrieval practice on 567 univariate (Wing, Marsh, & Cabeza, 2013) and multivariate (Jonker, Ritchey, 568 between hippocampus and mPFC after retrieval than relearning. Although this finding was not 571 interpreted within a consolidation framework, it parallels results in the offline consolidation retrieval and restudy opportunities, and found that retrieval strengthens the neural representations 578 of the target objects along with contextually (but not semantically) linked objects in parietal cortex. 579
In both studies retrieval-induced changes were most pronounced in parietal cortex. Together with 580 our searchlight results, these findings suggest that retrieval shapes representations by extracting 581 commonalities between new memories and previously stored knowledge, while preserving relevant 582 stimulus-specific information. They also highlight the role of parietal cortex as a hub for storing and 583 combining different types of information. 584
We belive our work is an important step towards a neurobiologically plausible mechanism 585 for retrieval-mediated strengthening, and can inform cognitive theories of the testing-effect 586 (Karpicke et al., 2017) . Similar to the semantic mediator and the elaborative retrieval accounts 587 (Carpenter, 2009 ), the rapid consolidation framework assumes that retrieval facilitates the 588 integration of new memories with existing neocortical knowledge structures by co-activating related 589 information. On the other hand, our categorical searchlight results are in line with a contextual 590 reinstatement account (Rowland, 2014) by showing a retrieval-specific increase in episodic 591 reinstatement. Our work may help unifying these accounts, demonstrating that retrieval can affect a 592 memory representation at multiple levels, from global-categorical to idiosyncratic episode-specific 593 Bontempi, 2005), we argue that retrieval aids the creation of a neocortical trace which, over longer 598 periods of time, offers an additional access route, rendering memories less hippocampus-599 dependent, as evidenced by the decrease in hippocampal activation across sessions. We also show 600 that retrieval strengthens both semantic and episode-specific neural patterns, suggesting these 601 traces can co-exist and might play a more or less important role at short and long delays. Our 602 findings are congruent with a consolidation-like mechanism, although not necessarily a fast acting 603 one. on two different days, two days apart. In the first session, participants performed a study phase 702 outside the scanner and another inside the scanner, followed by three cycles of retrieval and restudy 703 trials. Each retrieval/restudy cycle was completed by a massed feedback phase. In the second 704 session, participants performed an additional retrieval and restudy cycle followed by a functional 705 localizer. All the phases encompassed by the light grey background took place inside the MRI 706 scanner. B. Detailed depiction of the main phases of the experiment. During the study phase, 707 participants saw different object-scene pairs that they were asked to mentally link together as vividly 708 as possible. The scenes and objects were unique but, importantly, the objects belonged to a number 709 of different semantic categories. During a retrieval trial participants saw a scene and were asked to 710 think back, as vividly as possible, to the object associated with that scene, and to then indicate its 711 semantic category by a button press. Restudy trials unfolded in a similar way, the only difference 712 being that the scene-object pair was presented intact on the screen and thus there was no need for 713 participants to search their memory for a target object. A massed feedback phase followed each 714 cycle, where subjects saw all the intact pairs again, presented in the centre of the screen. C. blue and restudy in orange, with the third repetition in darker colours than the fourth. A. mPFC 722 results were congruent with our predictions, with mPFC activation increasing within the first session 723 of the experiment for retrieval trials. The difference between retrieval and restudy slopes (dashed 724 line) was statistically significant. No significant differences were found for either condition across 725 sessions. B. Contrary to our predictions, hippocampus activation did not decrease within the first 726 session, and there was no difference between the slopes of both conditions. A significant difference 727 was found, however, between the third and fourth retrieval repetitions, with hippocampus 728 activation decreasing across the two days. No such difference was found for restudy trials, with a 729 marginally significant session x condition interaction. 730 731 Figure 3: Searchlight model matrices and results for categorical information (left panel) and item-categorical representations. We looked for brain areas where similarity between items belonging to 734 the same category (yellow cells) was higher than that of items belonging to different semantic 735 categories (filled grey cells). This matrix was correlated with the activation patterns obtained from 736 each searchlight point to determine areas in the brain that code for categorical information in a 737 similar fashion. B. Model matrix used to assess which neural regions code for item-specific 738 information, that is, regions were similarity between the same item (yellow cells) was higher than 739 similarity between items belonging to the same semantic category (filled grey cells). C. Interaction 740 analysis ([Retrieval3 > Retrieval4] > [Restudy3 > Restudy4]) of categorical effects. We found left 741 parietal regions (upper figure) to increasingly code for category structure during retrieval but not 742
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restudy. The lower figure shows beta weights extracted from the regions depicted above. Note that 743 this graph has no statistical value and is used for visualisation purposes only, as to assess what drives 744 the interaction between the two conditions. D. Interaction analysis of item-specific effects. Bilateral 745 parietal regions were found to increasingly code for item unique information (upper figure) , showing 746 a strengthening of the original study trace. This pattern was found for retrieved but not restudied 747 items (lower figure: beta weights extracted from the regions depicted above). 748 
